The Song Steins
by Mike Wald and Jack Lowenstein

What do the following have in common?
Am Brunnen vor dem Thore . . .
In einem kuehlen Grunde . . .
Die Loreley . . .
Keinen Tropfen in Becher m e h r . . .
Ich hatt' einen Kameraden .. .
Gaudeamus igitur. . .
Well, for one thing, they are all inscriptions (and catalog titles) of Villeroy & Boch steins
no. 2833, a through f.
Supplement III of the 1899 Mettlach Stoneware catalog describes the 0.5 and 0.3 liter
chromolith steins with the above titles. The steins (as the accompanying photographs
show) all are decorated with colorful etched scenes above a design simulating a grey
block wall.
All six steins in the set have inlaid lids and relatively plain thumblifts, except no. 2833-e,
which—probably because of the military motif—has an eagle thumblift. Some, but not
all, of the six steins (nos. b, d and e) have the initials " M C " marked either on the body or
the inlaid lid. This is an unknown set of initials, noted but not explained in "Villeroy &
Boch, Mettlach, 1885-1905" by A. Post, page 15.
But there is another c o m m o n thread—
All six phrases are also titles, or opening lines, of popular German songs!
We believe that the enjoyment of collecting steins can be enhanced tremendously by
learning something about the steins, particularly why they were decorated the way
they were. Therefore we will present here the text of the first verse of each song, in the
original German and translated into English, as well as the names of the poets and
composers:

N u m b e r 2833-a
Der L i n d e n b a u m
by Wilhelm Mueller (1794-1827)
(Composer not known)
Der L i n d e n b a u m

At the Fountain by the Gateway

Am Brunnen vor dem Thore
Da steht ein Lindenbaum:
Ich traeumt in seinem Schatten
So manchen suessen Traum.

At the fountain by the gateway
A lime tree's standing there;
I've dreamt within its shadow
Full many a dream so fair.

N u m b e r 2833-b
In e i n e m K u e h l e n G r u n d e
by Joseph V. Eichendorff (1788-1857)
Music composed by Friedrich Glueck;
it is considered a folksong.
In e i n e m K u e h l e n G r u n d e

In a c o o l , s h a d y Valley
(translated by C. Richardson)

In einem kuehlen Grunde
Da geht ein Muehlenrad,
Mein' Liebste ist verschwunden,
Die dort gewohnet hat.

In a cool, shady valley
A millwheel turns all day,
My sweetheart who once lived there
Has left me and gone away.

N u m b e r 2833-c
Die Loreley
by Heinrich Heine (1797-1856)
Music composed by Friedrich Silcher (1789-1860);
considered to be a folksong by most people.
Die Loreley

The Loreley
(translated by C. Richardson)

Ich weiss nicht, was soll es bedeuten,
Dass ich so traurig bin;
Ein Maerchen aus uralten Zeiten,
Das kommt mir nicht aus dem Sinn.

I do not know why it should be
That I am feeling so sad . . .
There is an old-fashioned fairytale
That I cannot erase from my mind.

N u m b e r 2833-d
Die Lindenwirtin
by Rudolf Baumbach (1840-1905)
Music composed by Franz Abt (1819-1885)
considered to be a student's drinking song.
Die L i n d e n w i r t i n

T h e L a n d l a d y o f t h e L i n d e n Inn
(translated by K. Sommerich)

Keinen Tropfen im Becher mehr,
Und der Beutel ist schlaff und leer,
Lechzend Herz und Zunge.
Angetan hat's mir der Wein,
Deiner Aeuglein heller Schein,
Lindenwirtin, du Junge.

Not one drop in the beaker left,
And the purse is slack, bereft.
Languishing heart and t o n g u e Smitten am I with the wine,
And your lovely eyes' bright shine,
Linden Lady, so young.

N u m b e r 2833-e
Der G u t e K a m e r a d
by Ludwig Unland (1787-1862)
Music composed by Friedrich Silcher,
from a folk melody.
Der G u t e K a m e r a d

The Good Comrade
(translated by J. Lowenstein)

Ich hatf einen Kameraden,
Einen bessern findst du nit.
Die Trommel schlug zum Streite,
Er ging an meiner Seite
In gleichem Schritt und Tritt.

I had a very good comrade,
A better you'll never find.
The drums sounded the battle cry,
We marched together, he and I—
And neither a pace behind.

N u m b e r 2833-f
G a u d e a m u s Igitur
18th Century German students' drinking song;
(neither poet nor composer known).
Gaudeamus igitur
Juvenes dum sumus—
Post jucundam juventutem,
Post molestam senectutem;
Nos habebit humus,
Nos habebit humus.
Vivat academia
Vivat profesores—
Vivet membrun quodlibet,
Vivat membra quaelibet;
Semper sint in flore,
Semper sint in flore.
(Sorry, no translation available, but the first line means, "Now let us be happy")

Oh Ye Ancient Steins
Well, we hope that now you can associate the illustrations on these six beautiful steins
with the songs they represent.
The German people love to sing, and these folk and student songs have been their
favorites for many, many years. Now that you know what they are all about, perhaps
they will become your favorites also.
Vivat cantus . . .
Vivat cantharus .. .
Vivat cervisia . .. !

(We are indebted to Mrs. Christine Richardson, librarian of the Joseph Horner Memorial Library,
The German Society of Philadelphia, for her assistance in obtaining much of the information
about these songs.)
(All photographs are, of course, by associate editor Mike Wald.)

by Glen Joshpe, M.D.
Oh ye ancient Stein
Perched upon thy shelf,
A century of tales hath thou seen
Wish ye could express thyself.
Surviving years of abuse and war.
Ye lid tarnished, handle worn.
Yet ye sit proud as can be.
Carrying myth and message from
antiquity.

What Constitutes a
Beer Stein?
Part II
by Ron Fox

Roland Henschen's definition on page
945 of the September PROSIT elicited the
following, more inclusive, definition of
our favorite drinking vessel by Ron Fox:
"A beer stein is a vessel with a handle,
made from any material and of any size;
it was made to drink from and/or to
commemorate some thing or some event
in one's life. It has, had, or was intended
to have a lid."
Ron makes an important point that many
steins were strictly intended as "cherished cabinet items" and never held even
one drop of beer! The last part of the
above definition would include those
steins which had "set-on" lids, i.e., not
attached to the body (handle) of the stein.
Any further refinements of the definition?
Write on!

Non-Mettlach relief stein, with opening lines
from "In Einem Kuehlen G r u n d e "

On the Hunt
by Dan Stauder

This is in response to Wayne Moyer's article "A New Mettlach Mark?" in PROSIT
No. 68, page 919. The photograph immediately caught my attention, because I
also own the same stein, and two more
like it!
In the accompanying photograph, Wayne
described the stein on the left as having
the unusual Mettlach mark. All three of
these steins are / -liter PUG #1526, and
each bears the identical blue V&B Mettlach mark. Each mark includes the n u m ber 566 in the lower half of the design.
Corroborating Wayne's report, the mark
on the outer two steins is covered with a
spot of clear glaze, while the entire bottom of the middle stein is glazed.
1

2

Heinrich Schutt Oil
Painting
When Professor Adi Schmoll was in Boston in 1980 to deliver his celebrated
"Heinrich Schutt" lecture, he was enormously interested in an oil painting by
that famous Munich artist, now owned by
Ron Fox. The painting, signed by the artist in the lower right, shows a dwarf—
S c h l i f f s favorite subject—pushing a
home-built wheelbarrow, on which rests
a glass jar containing a frog. The painting
is dated, "Munich 1921," below the artist's
signature. The overall size is 12x12", and
the base is w o o d .

A recent poll in Japan indicated what the
Japanese considered as items of interest:
24.6% of those desiring to visit Germany
(and 7 1 % of all interviewees had that desire) said "Beer" (what else?); 12% "castles and palaces"; 11.7% "German art";
and 9.6% picked "the beautiful countryside."
So many Japanese are visiting Munich
that a new language guide had to be
issued to the Bavarian tourist bureaus:
How else could they direct the visitors
from the Orient to the nearest "Biya
galden," or inform them where to get a
"Rosto tschikin"?
Sayonara!

I'm especially fond of the middle stein,
because it is the first stein I ever purchased. I bought it from a reputable stein
dealer well known to most SCI members,
and he assured me that it is an authentic
Mettlach. He should know if anyone
does.
As you can see, these three steins form a
hunting scene. The dogs are all the same
brown color, and the hunters' clothes are
all of the same shades of blue, tan, and
olive green. These steins make quite a
nice trio, but I wonder if there could be
more than these three in the set. Do any
SCI'ers know of any other steins which
belong to this same hunting scene?

Ron wants all SCI members to get a look
at this painting, so he has made photographs available to PROSIT. The illustration at the head of this column shows the
detail of the dwarf, while the illustration
below shows the entire painting.
V&B Steins no. 1526/566
Who else has a Schlitt oil? And would you be willing
to share it with PROSIT readers? Please send clear,
sharp photographs to the Editor. Thank you.

Dues, Dues, Dues
Yes, it is definitely SCI Dues time again.
By now you should all have received your
combination Dues bill and 1983 membership card in the mail. Please, PLEASE
don't delay and send us your 1983 dues
right away; $20.00 for domestic and APO
members, $24.00 for overseas members.
We certainly don't want to lose you as
members, and we also don't want you to
miss any issue of PROSIT or the San A n tonio Convention in July. The admonition
is straight-forward: Pay your dues and
stay aboard! Please send all checks—with
your membership number, please—made
out to "Stein Collectors International!" to
our treasurer,

Mr. Patrick J. Clarke
P.O. Box 350
Harrison, NJ 07029

Rothenburg Is Already
as Well Known as
The Hofbrauhaus

If you didn't receive your 1983 bill, but
need the membership card, please let us
know that, too, and we'll take care of the
matter poste haste.

"Japanese Conquer Bavaria"
So reads the article headline in a German
newspaper, describing the influx of Japanese tourists into the Federal Republic
of Germany. German tourist advertisements in Japan, as well as the naming of
sister cities (i.e., Kiesl—Sapporo), have
"greased the ways" for visits to Germany.

Let us remind y o u : There is nothing so
satisfying in the world as to read a notice
like this one and then to sit back, smug
and gloating, and say, "that notice is obviously for the other members, because
I've paid my dues!"
Thank you.

Who Was J.W. Remy?
by Glen Joshpe, M.D.

My interest in the subject of Remy steins
was stimulated by a recent article in the
June 1982 issue of the N.Y. Thirsty
Knight's Stein Talk, entitled Etched NonMettlach Steins, written by Mike Wald.
Mike states, " J . W. Remy from HoehrGrenzhausen, was probably one of the
largest producers of etched non-Mettlach
steins. They very often were quite ornate,
featuring matte etched scenes between
highly glazed base and top borders.
Often these steins were actually c o m b i nations using relief rim and base borders
with etched central panels. They sometimes featured relief figures on the lid,
but most had inlay lids. The etched details were, at best, mediocre. They were
mostly unmarked, but, on occasion, were
found with an incised 'JWR' in a rectangular border. They were famous for copying Mettlach's Thirsty Knight Stein in .25L, .5-L and 1.5-L steins."
Immediately after reading Mike's article, I
inspected my own steins to find that I
had four such steins in my possession.
Since then, I have acquired an additional
three. Six of these steins have no m a n u facturer's mark, and the previous owners
identified them as Marzi-Remy types or
simply as non-Mettlach etched steins.
Review of the stein bibliography and
previous issues of Prosit revealed only
one article referring to J. W. Remy. An
article entitled The Thirsty Knights, written by Mike Wald and Steve Bauman
(Prosit, June 1976, page 338), compared
Mettlach #2382, The Thirsty Knight Stein,
with the JWR #954 copy. In reviewing
James Stevenson's Antique Steins, figure
93 is clearly a J. W. Remy. Incidentally, it
is the identical stein seen in June Dimsdle's Steins & Prices on Page 37, bottom
left. Figures 94 & 97 in Stevenson's book
are also by J. W. Remy. However, none of
the steins are so identified. It seems remarkable that so little published information exists on such prevalent steins.
The steins photographed in this article
display the characteristics previously
described, and I would like to confine my
comments to these steins (see figure 1).
All have an incised three- or four-digit
number, but only one, JWR #954, "The
Surprised Knight," is incised with a JWR
in a rectangular border. All of the steins
are undoubtedly made by the same
manufacturer.

Fig. 1—A set of J. W. Remy steins.

The Thirsty Knights article (Prosit, page
339) notes that one of the key differences
was that the JWR stein had a wide panel
beneath the handle, which was absent on
the Mettlach version. This band, which
runs adjacent to the handle and connects
to the upper and lower belly bands, is
characteristic of J. W. Remy steins in
general. Its purpose seems to be to hide
the mold seam, a problem Mettlach
makers did not need to contend with.
Focusing on the thumblifts of J. W. Remy,
we note that six of the seven shown are
identical. Although somewhat plain and
often seen on other steins, it depicts a
small iris (fleur-de-lis) sitting atop a larger
iris.

handle, top and base borders all have the
same characteristic highly glazed brown
appearance.
The body of the stein has the same characteristic matte teal-blue seen on the lid.
Backgrounds, such as floors and walls,
are in a heavily grained light brown. The
German script is written in tan scrolls located near the handle. The motifs show
tavern scenes. The etching is fair and inconsistent. The undersurfaces are u n g lazed.

The J. W. Remy steins shown here can
be sub-divided into two groups, those
with flat and those with "false" bottoms.
The flat bottom group (Figures 2 & 3) has
a characteristic inlay lid. There is a central insignia or coat-of-arms resting on a
matte teal-blue (light blue with a greenish
tinge) background, around which is a
circular rim of tan beads, beyond which
is a thin dark-brown rim and then an
outer brown border with heavy glaze. The

The group with the false bottoms (figures
4 & 5) tend to be of a higher quality. The
lids are elaborate with unusual relief f i g ures and repeat the motif on the body.
The top and base borders are in detailed
glazed relief with browns on the base and
gray borders at the top. The center of the
body is etched, with a matte finish. The
etching is superior to the previous g r o u p
and the scenes are more detailed. In my
opinion, the quality is comparable to
some of the HR and Marzi-Remy steins.
The handle colors are blue and brown,
glazed. Some have eight cobblestone-like
inserts on each side. This group, which
includes "The Surprised Knight," is
clearly superior to the previous group

Fig. 2—J. W. Remy "flat b o t t o m " group. From
left to right, m o l d numbers 854, 1294,
1343 and 1296.

Fig. 3—Same steins as in Fig. 2, but t u r n e d to
show detail and filigreed "double
fleur-de-lis" thumblifts.

and was obviously higher priced. Table 1
summarizes these features.
Table 1

Observations of J.
S t e i n Features

W.

Remy

Beer

1. Highly glazed handle, base and top borders
(often brown).
2. Matte central body.
3. "Back border b a n d " by handle.
4. Double "fleur-de-lis" thumblift.
5. Incised three- or four-digit number. JWR in
rectangle, rarely.

Flat-bottom type
1. Inlay lid with design on teal-blue, row of
tan beads, brown glazed rim.
2. Characteristic matte brown and teal-blue
on body.
3. Tavern scene with script in tan scrolls near
handle.

Hopefully, these comments will initiate a
greater focus on J. W. Remy steins. U n doubtedly, as more of us begin to identify
these steins, we will find many exceptions
and additional information. We owe it to
the manufacturer to refer to these steins
by name rather than as "etched n o n Mettlachs."
Much more needs to be learned. Does
anyone have a J. W. Remy catalogue?
Was J. W. Remy related to Simon Peter
Remy of Marzi-Remy fame? And finally,
who was J. W. Remy?
The author welcomes any c o m m e n t s and i n formation on J. W. Remy steins—and w o u l d
like to begin categorizing these steins. A n y
photos or assistance w o u l d be appreciated.
Write: Glen Joshpe, M.D.
Box 303
Jefferson, NY 12093
(607) 652-7757

chapter, "The Thirsty Knights," use this
fine establishment as a regular meeting
place. In addition we will be the first to
vouch for the excellence and authenticity of the food coming from Ed's fine
Kueche— we especially recommend the
Sauerbraten and the Apfelstrudel!
Our apologies, Ed, for our temporary insanity in forgetting to mention "Ehring's
Tavern." We'll make up for it by "writing it
up" in a future issue.
So, we deserve ten lashes with the proverbial noodle (Spaetzle?) and promise
to try to do better next time.
Q

4. Etching poor to fair, inconsistent.
5. Bottom unglazed.

False-bottom type
1. Unusual elaborate inlay lid in relief.
2. Top and bottom borders in glazed relief.
3. Varied motifs (sport, hunting, knight).
4. Etching mediocre to g o o d .
5. Bottom glazed.

T o E r r . . . . etc.
by Ye Red-Faced Editor

Did we ever goof with two articles in the
last several issues!

Fig. 4 — J . W. Remy "false b o t t o m " group.
From left to right, numbers 1410, 954
and 1409.

The first is one of those editors' nightmares, the undetected typo; we refer to
Louis Schultz's fine article in the June
issue, "Steins, Winged Heels and the
L.A.W.", page 900. Of course the correct
title should have been, "Steins, Winged
Wheels and the L.A.W."—somehow the
"W" disappeared between the manuscript
and the finished copy. As Louis pointed
out to us, "unfortunately the W in Wheels
was omitted in the title . . . creating the
impression that the L.A.W. official insignia was more closely related to the
Roman god, Mercury, than to the actual
wheel of the L.A.W. insignia. Although
the Mercury symbol may have inspired
Lamson in his design of the Winged
Wheel, I don't know if this was the case
for a fact."
Sorry, Louis, for the slip-up; in the future
we'll do our proofreading with more care.

Fig. 5—Side view of steins shown in Figure 4.

The second error concerns our own article, "End of an Era . . .", page 954 in the
September issue. Guess which famous
German restaurant, owned by an S.C.I,
member no less, we forgot to mention as
one of the few remaining German eateries in New York? Yes, it is Ed Ehring's
"Ehring's Tavern" in Kingsbridge, 231st
Street, a block off Broadway. Not only
has "Ehring's" been in existence since
1910, when Ed's father, Louis, first
opened its doors, but our own New York

The deadline for the next (March 1983)
issue is Saturday, January 8, 1983. That
means that copy, ads and any other
material which must be set in type, must
reach our office by that date. So mail it
early! And please type all material if at all
possible. If you hand-write, please print
and use upper and lower case letters:
Please help save our typesetter's eyesight!
Camera-ready copy, i.e., where no typesetting is required, has a deadline two
weeks later, January 22, 1983. No exceptions, please!
Send all copy to: Stein Collectors International, P.O. Box 463, Kingston, NJ
08528.

